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Face off
We only have so much room in our portfolios, so we're often faced with the situation of having to pick
between two fine bluechip stocks in a similar industry. For instance, should you buy Woolworths or
Wesfarmers? Our new expert James Dunn analyses the returns to help make your decision easier.
Also in today's Switzer Super Report, I take a look at the two big issues facing our market, while Paul
Rickard updates you on his position on Telstra, including where he expects its stock price to go. Plus,
we look at how you can tap into strong growth in the NASDAQ, explain your niche market property
opportunities, and look at owning alternative investments – like wine – in your DIY super fund. Enjoy!
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Two big issues to toss over at night
by Peter Switzer
There are two big issues super trustees should be
tossing over. The first is whether interest rates come
down again, which will be of particular interest to
those who are playing it safe. The second is whether
there will be an expected pull-back in stocks?
Both these issues tie in nicely with a reader’s
question about my article on Monday, where I warned
“beware negative experts”. I will get to that later
because it’s an important consideration for anyone
making decisions about investing super monies.
Cup Day cut?
On interest rates, the general collection of economic
data lately has been up and down, which is consistent
with the economy being at a turning point. I think one
more rate cut, preferably on Melbourne Cup Day,
would lower the currency and help a lot of companies
in the S&P/ASX200 index because it would push up
business and consumer confidence as well as
business investment along with consumer spending.
BankWest’s chief economist, Alan Langford has
looked at the jobs market and has come up with a
similar conclusion. He says the data “supports the
case for at least one more cash rate cut this year –
most likely on the day of ‘the race that stops the
nation’.”
However, he does take issue with the professional
money markets, which have priced in two cuts before
New Year! He argues a lot would have to go wrong
for that to happen and I reckon he is spot on. Of
course, the RBA could move in December and not
Cup Day, but I think that would be a mistake if you
want to pump up confidence and economic activity,
which is essential if Treasurer Wayne Swan is to
achieve his budget surplus. Going early is better.
Stock correction

On a pull-back in stocks, I expect something before
December with the US election and the ‘fiscal cliff’
likely to spook the market, but there are some
better-than-expected signs coming out of Europe.
As Langford noted: “Trade in Europe on Wednesday
has gathered momentum – ahead of yet another EU
summit on Thursday and Friday – with yields on
10-year Spanish government bonds tumbling.”
Lower yields on these bonds are a sign of less fear
about the Spanish Government and its economic
programs and so it’s good news for stock markets. I
think the ‘fiscal cliff’ of automatic tax hikes and
spending cuts in the US is the biggest issue for
stocks this year given I believe China is doing better
than expected.
My game plan
My trading approach is to wait for a pull-back and buy
in again for a late December rally, which I reckon will
roll over into early 2013. After that, we will have to
assess whether there will be another ‘sell in May and
go away’ challenge to deal with.
Negative vs Safe
Now to the reader question about that potential client
with $6 billion who played it safe and probably took a
6% term deposit, missing out on the 17% gain he
could have got on an income portfolio we
recommended.
The reader asked: “What’s the difference between
‘negative’ and being ‘safe’? Your short story
example to me could be seen as someone playing it
safe as well as reacting to “too much” negative
noise. A 6% return from cash takes no risk, no
thought and is, for what it’ worth, guaranteed;
whereas the near 17% gain from dividends is fraught
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with danger and the whims of the market, is it not? So
how do you know if the glass is half empty or full?”
I don’t take issue with much of this analysis and it
makes more sense when term deposits are paying
6%, but they soon might be down into the 4% region.
Given how long we’re likely to live and how we have
to keep our capital growing, I think most of us need a
dividend strategy.
Previously, I told a story of a colleague who retired
with $5 million in a strong dividend portfolio where he
averages around 10% after no tax and franked
dividends. Even when his capital dropped in the
Global Financial Crisis, his $500,000-a-year dropped
to something like $460,000, but after one year, it
pretty well rebounded back to the 10% kind of return.
In fact, he constructed the dividends to ensure he
received a designated dollar amount.
Term deposits are really safe, but a great dividend
portfolio is a good, more rewarding alternative with a
lot less danger than many investors think, and I
reckon it will be more rewarding, albeit with a few
more worrying night’s sleep.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Face off: Wesfarmers vs Woolworths
by James Dunn
The Ws would be well-represented in many
self-managed super funds (SMSFs) – the likes of
Westpac, Westfield, Wesfarmers and Woolworths are
stalwarts of the sector – all, coincidentally enough, for
the recurring nature of their earnings streams and the
strong dividend yields that flow from this.
Because they both own retail businesses,
Wesfarmers (WES) and Woolworths (WOW) often get
compared to each other, in what is often billed as
‘which one should you hold?’
Comparing operations
All that Woolworths does is retail – but it does that
very well. The business is based of course on the
eponymous supermarkets business, as well as BIG
W discount department stores, consumer electronics
through Powerhouse and Tandy (the company sold
its 325-store Dick Smith chain last month), fuel
through the Woolworths/Caltex alliance, liquor
through BWS and Dan Murphy’s, and home
improvements through Home Timber & Hardware,
Thrifty-Link Hardware and Plants Plus Garden
Centres. In 2011 Woolworths opened the Masters
hardware stores venture with US hardware giant
Lowe’s.
Wesfarmers is usually described as a diversified
conglomerate – a throwback to the 1980s – but
effectively, it has been a retailer since it bought the
Coles Group in 2007. It is an adversarial portfolio to
Woolworths, operating Coles, Coles Express,
Bunnings, Officeworks, Target and Kmart. The retail
operations are the backbone of the group: earnings
from retail represented 86% of group sales in
2011/12, and 79% of group earnings before interest
and tax (EBIT).
It is difficult to imagine Wesfarmers without Coles, but
the purchase – which cost $22 billion – has not been

without pain for shareholders. Wesfarmers ran
headlong into the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), and
could not borrow to pay for the leveraged deal to the
extent it had planned; it was forced to triple the
shares on issue to pay more of the transaction price
in equity. Not only were shareholders diluted, they
watched as the shares halved in price in 2008, and
the dividend fell from $2.25 a share in 2006/07 to
$1.50 in 2010/11, before rising to $1.65 in 2011/12.
In contrast, Woolworths held up much better in share
price and dividend terms during the GFC, with a
payout of 74 cents a share in 2006-07 increasing
steadily to $1.22 in 2010-11.
Both Wesfarmers and Woolworths are well-managed
companies, with highly regarded management teams
led by Richard Goyder and Grant O’Brien. Each
business is a powerful generator of cash, and pays a
dividend yield above the market average. More
importantly, the premium nature of this yield appears
to be sustainable – which is why the pair of retailing
Ws are so popular in SMSF-land.
Woolworths
Let’s look at Woolworths first. Based on the
consensus of eight brokers’ forecasts (collated by FN
Arena), Woolies is expected to pay a dividend of
$1.33 for 2012/13, rising to $1.39 in 2013/14. At
$29.22, that puts Woolworths on a prospective yield
of 4.55% in 2012/13 and 4.76% in 2013/14.
As always, these nominal yields have to be
considered in light of the tax concessions of the super
environment in general, and SMSFs in particular. The
partial refund of franking credits to a SMSF in
accumulation mode, paying 15% tax, and the full
cash refund of franking credits to a SMSF that has
switched to pension-paying mode, augment the
effective yields substantially.
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The upshot is that while you hold Woolworths in an
SMSF in accumulation phase, that 2012/13 yield
becomes effectively 5.51%; and the 2013/14 yield
becomes 5.77%.
If your SMSF has switched to pension-paying mode,
and is untaxed, the 2012/13 yield becomes the
equivalent of 6.47%, and the 2013/14 yield swells to
6.77%.

Woolworths (WOW) stock performance

Falling rates
The backdrop against which to assess these yields is
that official interest rates are poised to come down.
From 3.25% at present, market consensus expects
the Reserve Bank of Australia to cut interest rates
again in November: at 3%, the rate would only be
0.11% above the record low, which dates from 1960!
No wonder that stocks of the calibre of Woolworths
and Wesfarmers are staples of income portfolios.

Wesfarmers
Wesfarmers is expected by the market to pay $1.79
in 2012/13, and $1.94 in 2013/14. At $35.10, that has
Wesfarmers paying a nominal prospective yield of
5.10% in 2012/13 and 5.53% in 2013/14.
Looking at it from the perspective of an SMSF in
accumulation mode, the equivalent yields become
6.18% and 6.70%. For a fund paying a pension,
Wesfarmers is effectively expected to generate
7.26% in 2012/13 and 7.87% in 2013/14.

But when looking at yields, investors can get too
caught up in working from the current share price,
when what really matters to them is the price at which
they bought the shares. The yield to them is the yield
of the dividend stream on their purchase price.
For this reason, I like to look at what shares currently
yield on what people might reasonably have paid for
the shares in the past.
Ten years ago, you could have bought Woolworths
for about $8. Had you done so, your expected yield
for 2012/13 works out to 16.62%. In your SMSF,
paying 15%, that is the equivalent of 20.14%; in
pension mode, those ten-year-old Woolworths shares
are throwing off an effective yield of 23.65%.
Let’s do the same for Wesfarmers. You bought the
shares ten years ago at $17.35 – we’ll just ignore, for
the moment, the fact that you saw them halve in the
GFC. The expected dividend of $1.79 in 2012/13
comes to 10.32% nominal. In accumulation mode in
your SMSF, the shares are generating the equivalent
of 12.51%; in pension mode, that rises to 14.68%.
The bottom line
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These are high-quality companies, great humming
cash generators, and if you look at them on
price/earnings (P/E) grounds, they are expensive to
buy right now. But in a SMSF, the yield case for either
is compelling. Arguably the lower yield of Wesfarmers
is compensated for by the fact that it also offers
resources exposure, plus a smattering of other
exposures; but Woolworths’ status as one of the
premier defensive exposures in the economy is
well-justified.
There would have to be a profound change in
Australians’ shopping habits before Woolies’
cashflows came under pressure. The yield premium
tips Woolworths over the line in this comparison.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Is it time to hit redial on Telstra?
by Paul Rickard
On 6 August when Telstra (TLS) shares first touched
$4.00, I posed the question “is it time to sell”? Telstra
shares hit a high of $4.09, then fell to a low of $3.69.
As they now nudge $4.00 again, is it time to press
redial?

For capital management purposes, our framework
principle is that the dividend remain fully-franked, and
we seek to increase it over time.”
Telstra’s chief executive David Thodey also
reaffirmed guidance for 2013:

Telstra’s (TLS) share price
“Growth to continue;
Low single digit total income and EBITDA
growth; and
Free cashflow between $4.75bn to $5.25bn.”
A yield play

Back in August, when I was a little more circumspect
about the prospects for Telstra and there were some
rumours that they may look to acquire a media
company, the recommendation I offered was to
‘hold’ for a portfolio basis or potentially take some
profits from a trading perspective.

As Telstra’s dividends are fully franked and the
excess imputation credits are either refunded to your
SMSF in cash, or reduce the tax payable on other
assessable income (investment income, concessional
contributions), the after-tax yield continues to be very
attractive. Even at a Telstra share price of $5.00, the
after-tax dividend yield to a fund in accumulation is
6.8% per annum, and 8.0% per annum for a fund in
pension.
Telstra’s share price vs after-tax dividend yield

I’m now in the buy camp – the yield is just too good
to ignore!
So what has changed over the past two months?
Firstly, interest rates have fallen – and if you believe
the market – they look set to fall further.
The bottom line
More importantly, the guidance provided at Telstra’s
annual general meeting (AGM) on Tuesday
reconfirms Telstra as a star yield play, with potentially
an increase in the dividend in 2014. To quote from
the Chairman Catherine Livingstone’s speech:
“I can confirm it is the Board’s intention to pay a fully
franked dividend of 28 cents per share in fiscal 2013…

Buy Telstra for yield for your SMSF – you can almost
start to think of Telstra shares as akin to a
fixed-income bond. Assuming the Telstra Board
doesn’t do anything mad like go on the acquisition
trail, I think we will see shares reach $4.50 within a
few months and over the medium term, a move up
towards $5.00 is not out of the question.
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Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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How to buy the NASDAQ to grow and diversify
by JP Goldman
It is said that the one ‘free lunch’ in investing is
diversification. By holding a number of investments
with lowly correlated returns, investors may be able to
achieve decent rates of portfolio return while reducing
volatility.
And in terms of global markets, one area where the
Australian stock market is relatively under
represented is in technology. The information
technology sector, for example, comprises less than
1% of the S&P/ASX200 index – whereas it accounts
for around 20% of the United States S&P 500.
Strong performance

Currency diversification

That’s especially a shame because since the
bursting of the dotcom bubble earlier last decade, the
IT sector has been one of the star performers of the
US market. The tech-heavy NASDAQ 100 index, for
example, has consistently outperformed the S&P 500
since mid-2002 – and especially since 2006.

The other benefit of America’s technology sector is
that that US dollar currency exposure (assuming an
unhedged investment) provides another level of
diversification.

More recently, the NASDAQ has outperformed the
S&P 500 in each of the past three years, and it’s on
track to outperform it again in 2012. It has also left the
Australian market for dead, outperforming us by
around 20 percentage points in each of the three
years from 2009 to 2011. So far this year, the
NASDAQ is up another 20%, compared with the 11%
gain for the S&P/ASX200.

Since 2003, the standard deviation in annual returns
for the NASDAQ in US dollar terms has been 23%,
though only 13% in Australian dollar terms. That
compares favourably with a standard deviation in
annual price returns for the S&P/ASX200 of 22% over
this period. Of course, the NASDAQ has been less
volatile in Australian dollar terms in recent years
largely because of its US-dollar gains have been
dampened by the rising Aussie.
That said, the correlation in annual returns between
the NASDAQ and local market has been relatively
high at 85% – consistent with the “risk-on risk-off
trade” nature of global trading in recent years. But
while both tend to rise and fall together, their relative
performance is driven by quite separate factors; for
the NASDAQ, it is technological innovation and
adoption, whereas our market is largely tied to the
financials sector and resources (that is, China).
Tech sector outlook
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If resource prices continue to fall – and along with
them, the Aussie dollar – it may well be the case that
the drivers of America’s tech sector will continue
unabated. In this sense, the tech sector provides a
handy hedge – and source of diversification – for
resource exposed Australian investors.
Note, moreover, the US tech sector appears far from
over valued. The price to forward earnings ratio has
averaged around 13 since mid-2008, and is currently
around 12. That’s a far cry from the price to earnings
(PE) of 40 to 50 during the dotcom bubble, and it’s
attractive for a sector that has posted annual growth
in forward earnings of around 20% in the past three
years.

eventually enter these major indices.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

According to Thomson Reuters estimates, analysts
expect earnings for the US technology sector to grow
by around 12% this year, and 13% next year.
Earnings expectations have held up fairly well
through the year so far.
What to buy
Perhaps the easiest way to gain access to this sector
is through a US-listed ETF through your broker, such
as State Street’s S&P Technology Sector ETF
(NYSE code XLK). The top tech holdings for this ETF
are currently Apple (20%), IBM (7.6%), Microsoft
(7.5%), AT&T (7%) and Google (6.7%).
Note moreover that these ‘cap weighted’ ETFs
effectively cut losing stocks and replace them with
‘up and comers’ over time. Stock that fail to perform
lose market value and are eventually dropped from
the major indices tracked by the ETF – while newer
stocks rising in market value (such as Google of late)
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Investing in niche market property
by Margaret Lomas
Super funds have an abundance of choices in regard
to property type and these choices extend way past
your average residential investment or business
property. Here we explore niche market property.
So what is a niche market property?
In a nutshell, a niche market property is any property
that doesn’t fit the model of the standard house and
land or strata titled home unit. It includes such options
as serviced apartments, hotels or resorts, retirement
homes and student accommodation. At times, they
can make a viable investment, yet equally they can
be dismal performers, rarely providing quoted returns
and suffering from lacklustre capital growth.
Let’s take a look at what’s on offer:
Serviced apartments and hotel rooms
Strata Titled serviced apartments and hotel room
investments are available to investors and are often
situated in tourism destinations.
Generally, these properties will be managed in one of
three main ways:
1. Income is pooled and then distributed to all
apartment owners, according to a
pre-determined formula based on the original
purchase price. Income is paid from this pool
regardless of the occupancy of your individual
apartment;
2. Apartments are leased back to the hotel
operator for an agreed period, and the
operator pays the owner a rent regardless of
the actual occupancy;
3. Your apartment is managed separately, often
on a roster basis – you receive the actual rent
paid less the management fee and costs.

Tax benefits apply in the same way they do for
residential property investments, unless the
apartment is bona-fide short-term traveler
accommodation, which usually means it must be
available for stays of one night and have a restaurant
attached.
Benefits
Pooled income reduces your risk of vacancy –
you receive income even when your
apartment is empty.
A qualified manager is overseeing the
property to ensure that damage is minimized.
Often there is a provision made for a fund for
future refurbishment.
Depreciation can be very high, making the
cash flow exceptionally positive.
Leasebacks can guarantee cash flows.
Drawbacks
These properties are often priced according to
a forecast return, which is usually well over
market value for a standard apartment in the
same area.
Where ‘Management Rights’ are involved,
these may be purchased by an inexperienced
manager, who is then hard to terminate.
A leaseback doesn’t guarantee that a
manager will perform well.
Expenses may be underestimated, eating up
your profits.
An oversupply of similar properties at the time
of purchase, or in the future, will directly
impact your ability to sustain the returns you
need.
Retirement villages
There has been swift growth in the incidence of
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retirement villages being built by developers – and
subsequently bought by investors – to cater to the
demand for rentals by the over 55’s. These are often
small, one bedroom apartments, often two sold as
one lot. The pension is garnisheed for rent and all
have onsite managers who take a fee. Some supply
meals, linen and cleaning services, which are paid for
by the investor.
Benefits
Low risk tenants.
Well maintained properties.
Low turnover of tenants resulting in high
occupancy rates.
Very low incidence of rent default.

The design of many properties (some without
laundries or adequate kitchen facilities, and
others with too many bathrooms per bedroom)
can make these difficult to lease to the
standard market in the event that the student
market falters.
The reliance on international markets for
students can be affected by unrest in the
world or the economic problems of other
countries.
There may be a tendency toward oversupply
in this market, leading to high competition and
a lowering of returns.
Banks may not lend.
Questions you should ask

Drawbacks
Some developments are still offered at a price
that reflects return, rather than fair market
value.
Few managers are experienced in the seniors
market.
Banks may not lend.
Government rules regarding retirement
villages in each state can be onerous.
Student accommodation
There is no exact model for these properties. They
vary from dormitory-style accommodation, where rent
is the result of tariffs paid by students for short-term
accommodation, to townhouses or villas with
individual rooms and bathrooms and a large living, or
‘common’, area for cooking and relaxing.
Benefits
Where situated very close to a major
university or learning center, demand can be
very high.
Overseas students from wealthy families often
make up the bulk of tenants, resulting in a low
incidence of rent default.
The ability to rent one lot to many students
(sometimes up to six or eight) means the risk
of vacancy is more easily managed.

If you’re considering buying a niche market property,
be sure to ask the following questions first:
1. What is the background and experience of the
manager?
2. Where the property is purpose built, can this
be adapted for general use in the event that
the original purpose fails?
3. Is the property at market value?
4. What are the terms of any leaseback, and
does the manager have the financial
resources to honour this leaseback
5. What costs are included in your management
fee and are they reasonable?
6. How have the returns been forecast? Are they
actuals or based on a best-case scenario?
7. Where a rent guarantee is offered, what are
the terms of this guarantee?
These are just some of the many questions which
should be asked. Note that they have very little to do
with the physical appeal of the property, and
everything to do with its financial viability both now
and in the future!
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Drawbacks
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Can my SMSF really invest in… wine?
by Andrew Bloore
A sweet investment?
All funds must have an investment strategy and
regularly monitor that strategy. The trustees need to
be able to demonstrate that they have sufficiently
researched the investment potential of any
investments to be satisfied that they make worthwhile
investments for the fund.
The investment strategy document should detail the
rationale for selecting an investment. So in the case
of a wine collection, you would need to demonstrate
why that particular wine was a valid investment – just
liking the taste is not sufficient.
Don’t pop that cork
Consideration of course should also be given to the
sole purpose test. As a general rule, the sole purpose
test provides that the fund needs to be run exclusively
for genuine retirement purposes. There are a limited
number of other purposes that are allowed, such as
providing against total and permanent disability.
However, the trustee must ensure that they are not
deriving any personal use or enjoyment from the
asset, such as drinking the wine!
If you’ve ever found yourself discussing the viscosity
of a drop of Spanish red from Rioja, the aroma of an
organic wine from Orange, or the types of grape
varieties suited to the slopes of the Clare Valley, then
you may be pleased to know that wine and
self-managed super funds (SMSFs) do mix.

Trustees need to be able to demonstrate from a
custodian viewpoint that they are also taking
adequate precautions to protect any asset held by the
fund. For example, the wine collection should be kept
in a secure location and be stored to minimise
damage.

An SMSF may purchase a collection of wine as an
investment for the fund, as long as certain
requirements are adhered to. Firstly, the trustee can’t
purchase the wine collection from a related party of
the fund and the fund must ensure that the
investment is in line with the investment strategy
outlined in its trust deed.

Rule changes
In July 2011, the Government introduced new rules
that deal directly with collectables in SMSFs. These
specifically require that SMSF trustees that invest in
collectables or personal use assets such as wine to:
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Not lease this asset to a related party;
Not store the asset in the private residence of
a related party;
Not permit use of the asset by a related party;
Document the reasons for deciding on the
storage of the asset;
Insure the asset within seven days of
acquisition, unless the asset is a membership
to a sporting or social club;
Obtain a valuation from a qualified
independent valuer, should the fund later
transfer the asset to a related party.
These new rules apply to all SMSFs where
collectables or personal use assets were acquired on
or after 1 July 2011, while existing assets will have
until 1 July 2016 to comply with the new rules.
As an example, if an SMSF acquired a wine collection
on or after 1 July 2011, the collection must not be
stored in the private residence of any related party of
the fund. A private residence includes all parts of a
private dwelling (above or below ground), the land on
which the private residence is situated and all other
buildings on that land, such as garages or sheds.
If your SMSF acquired the wine before 1 July 2011,
you must ensure that the wine ceases to be stored at
the private residence of a related party prior to 1 July
2016.
It is recommended that specific advice be sought
before you invests in any type of alternative asset as
there are a number of rules that need to be
considered before making the transaction.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Question of the week: buying bonds
by Elizabeth Moran
Q: Is now the right time to invest in bonds? I was
looking at inflation linked bonds and/or an EFT which
invests in these and they are trading at a premium to
issue price. There is a lot of talk that bonds are in a
bubble and will burst when people start moving funds
back into equities. Is this only applicable to the US or
is this the case in Australia too?
A: Inflation linked bonds (ILBs) are the only security
available that is a direct hedge against inflation, that
is because the interest payment (coupon) is linked to
the consumer price index (CPI). The most common
type of ILB is issued at $100 face value (like most
bonds) and each quarter the inflation (as measured
by the CPI) is added to the face value and this is the
revised value the company must repay to the investor
at maturity.

volumes of funds which has in turn pushed the capital
price of US Treasuries up.
We’d expect this bubble to burst when world
economies settle down and growth returns, allowing
the US Fed to lift rates meaning the fixed rate US
Treasury bond prices would fall. That said, investors
would still be returned the $100 face value of their
bonds at maturity.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The interest payment is also linked to inflation, and
would be quoted as say CPI +3% and this would be
paid on the increased capital value of the bond. So, if
inflation spikes again, as it did in the 1970s and
1980s to double digits (of say 10%), the value of the
bond would increase by that amount and the effective
coupon would be around 13%, protecting the
purchasing power of your portfolio.
I would recommend every investor has an allocation
to these securities for their unique protective qualities.
Typically, when market commentators speak of bond
bubbles, they are referring to “bubbles” in the pricing
of long dated, fixed rate, government securities. In
particular, most of the recent commentary about a
bond bubble is referring to pricing of US Treasuries,
where there is the unique situation where US
Treasury yields have fallen below inflation in the US.
This reflects the fear in world markets, where
investors are more concerned with return of their
money rather than return on their money. The bubble
is reflective of the ‘flight to safety’ of significant
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Did you know?
The Switzer Super Report continues to grow its expert base. In the past two weeks, we've introduced you to a
new stocks expert – James Dunn, one of the country's top finance journalists and the former personal finance
editor at The Australian and the founding editor of Shares magazine.
We also introduced you to Elizabeth Moran, from FIGG Securities, who specialises in fixed interest and bonds.
And today, we'd like to welcome property guru Margaret Lomas, who has joined us to talk about all things
property.

Did you know?
Michael Heffernan from Lonsec gives his outlook for the stock market as well as the shares he's got his eye on.
Watch it on SuperTV.
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